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GUEST SPEAKERS

Sep 15: Charles Schwab
Thao Ho (Cohort 16)

Oct 6: Company Presentation:
Utility Concierge

Oct 13: Protiviti
Sami Islam (Cohort 12)

Oct 20: Project Management
Correy Retzloff

Nov 10: BNSF
Austin Burkhart (Cohort 10)

INTERNSHIPS

Summer 2022:
Dell Technologies
Gloria Awino, Finance Intern, Cohort 19

Juno Initiative
Douglas Dyer, Intern, Cohort 19

Sutton Frost Cary
Jenna Losh, Audit Intern, Cohort 18

AT&T
Carolina Meza, B2B Sales Intern, Cohort 18

Founders Oil and Gas
Maya Daniel, Accounting Intern, Cohort 18

Royal Cyber
Yousha Qureshi, Business Analyst Intern, Cohort 18

OPTIMISM AND DETERMINATION

We are welcoming to the Academy our newest cohort of Emerging Leaders! Our diverse group includes 30% of first-generation students with differing backgrounds representing other countries such as Nigeria, Sudan, Kenya, Congo, Bangladesh, and Pakistan.

The Scholars in the Academy are hopeful for a new start in the semester. They now return to campus for Fall 2022 with in-person classes, networking events, guest speaker sessions, and activities as a group. They continue to excel in academics and professional and leadership development as they move through the Academy.
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STUDY ABROAD
Munich, Germany May 16-25 2022

Scholars had the opportunity to visit memorial sites for Octoberfest blast survivors, Munich city center, war museum, city market, Tawny, BMW museum, Nymphenburg Palace, and many more historical landmarks. They also had a chance to interact with Berlin students at ESMT Berlin University and had an opportunity to meet with RESTLOS GLUCKLICH, a non-profit organization that works towards reducing food waste and prioritizes food sustainability.

“...I am a senior at the University of Texas at Arlington, finishing my undergraduate business administration degree and graduating in Fall 2023. I want to graduate with honors and the Maverick Advantage. Then, I intend to pursue a master's degree in entrepreneurship and then a doctorate.

One of my extracurricular endeavors is serving as the GSSO’s Vice President of Communication. Including participation in several student organizations, I also spend considerable time wall climbing or at the gym. I worked as an intern for numerous companies while attending school full-time. From 2021 until 2022, I worked as a business analyst for Mattress Firm. Currently, I work at Fidelity as one of their analysts.”

Yousha Qureshi – Cohort 18

Goolsby Scholar Spotlight